Big Nate: Here Goes Nothing (Big Nate Comix)
Synopsis

Big Nate is the star of his own comic strip! Check out 300 black-and-white comic strips never before published together in this awesome comic compilation in the New York Times bestselling series by Lincoln Peirce! Includes all new Big Nate activities in the back! Diary of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff Kinney says, "Big Nate is funny, big time!"
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Customer Reviews

Not the best Lincoln Piece has done, but it is pretty good. Although it could be better. It was all right.. just fine. The people that have it one star are really stupid. They are clueless. They are really weird...Just kidding! No, they’re not. They just have their opinion, we have ours. They are no different from us. They just have a different angle of the book. But it is what it is, right? I would recommend this book to people who like comedy, laughs, etc. See my other reviews: Big Nate On A Roll, Big Nate Goes For Broke, Big Nate Strikes Again, and much more! Also see movie ones: Big Hero 6, and other ones! And don't forget Garfield: those, too! I hope you enjoy this review on Big Nate: Here Goes Nothing. I like all of reviews alot! I would love to see more of them (even one-star ones)! - Written by Suck 😈it fup 😖
I bought this book for my nephew for his 9th birthday, and he thoroughly enjoyed it. He refused to put it down until he read it cover-to-cover.

I recommend buying this book (check me out on youtube. youtube.com/carbon crafter. I do games fan art sports and more I just need to think of more that’s all .it’s not up yet so it’s Will be up in 2015)

My 3rd grade son loves this book! He always has it with him and is reading it constantly. He has all the Big Nate books. The only problem is that I need him to put the Big Nate books down, once in a while, and find other books to read.

This was a gift for my 9 year old grandson Nathan. He’s read most of the books in this series. He loves to read, and this series has been very popular. I would recommend it for any child who loves to read.

I was unfamiliar with the Big Nate series, but my brother suggested it for my nephew because he read most of the other ones. I was happy to hear my nephew say he had not heard of this one and was excited to dig in. It’s good to see a kid excited about reading, even if it is mostly pictures.

I love it. I want to give it a four and One half though. If you wanna know why, Well here’s the story: All the their books (But the one’s I said were good) had some kind of mean thing in it that makes me feel bad for the person that is getting "Bullied" (Not really bullied). This one didn’t have the mean thing. The only thing I didn't really like was the hitting of the heads. Thanks for reading this! Bye!

My son owns every single book in this series he loves them all. It makes reading fun for kids. I wish they had books like this when I was a kid. He just keeps on reading. You can not go wrong with these books.
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